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1. Arius Actual vs. Expected Analysis 

Actual vs. Expected (AvE) diagnostics in Arius provide an easy approach for highlighting the impact of 

loss emergence, and for assessing the effectiveness of various actuarial assumptions. These tools assist 

in answering the questions: 

 How did losses emerge as compared to expectations? 

 Do selected LDFs follow patterns in the data? 

 How did my methods perform relative to each other? 

 What is driving change to my ultimate loss estimates? 

Arius offers two different Actual vs. Expected approaches to help your analysis, the direct and the 

indirect. 

THE DIRECT APPROACH 

The Arius Direct approach to AvE calculates the expected amount based on the prior development 

factors from a particular method and compares to actual current results, examining the assumptions of 

the particular method and how that method performed. There is a Direct Actual vs. Expected analysis 

corresponding to every standard development method within Arius. These methods can be found in 

the respective development method collections in the Collection Library. If you have customized your 

development method collections you may need to add these AvE tables to your collections from the 

Object Library; the system will not add these to your customized collections. (See the section Working 

with Objects and Collections.) 

THE INDIRECT APPROACH 

The Indirect approach calculates the expected amounts using the prior indicated reserves, examining 

how the selected ultimate performed over the period. The indirect approach is available for select 

methods from two perspectives: 

 Prior selections are used to calculate expected amounts, or  

 Prior implied patterns of development are selected to calculate expected amounts.   

NOTE:  To use implied patterns of development, you must make selections in the exhibit Ratio of 

Cumulative Paid Loss to Ultimate Loss as part of your normal development period workflow before 

appending a new diagonal. (The Ratio of Cumulative Paid Loss to Ultimate Loss exhibit is used in the 

case of the Paid Loss Development method. You will use the similarly named corresponding exhibit for 

your chosen development method).  

Both the direct and indirect approaches can be used when comparing full periods or partial periods 

where interpolation is turned on. Actual vs. Expected analysis can be particularly useful for early 

analysis mid-period when projecting end-of-period results, and for a quick roll forward at period-end 

when actual data becomes available and assumptions can be quickly verified. (See the section The 

Direct Approach for instructions on how to save SDFs from your mid-period analysis.) 

Arius provides reports to calculate the $ and % change from expected, comparisons of Actual vs 

Expected results based on method, and customizable graphing capabilities for each report. 
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2. The Direct approach 

The direct approach to Actual vs. Expected is more diagnostic in nature, focusing on testing the 

assumptions of each development method. This exhibit focuses on your last two diagonals of data, and 

comparing each method’s analysis and selections from the prior diagonal with the actual results 

reflected in the current diagonal.  

Using Paid Loss as an example, the direct approach to AvE calculates expected paid loss for the current 

period by taking the last period’s cumulative Paid Loss and applying an expected incremental 

development factor based on your prior period’s selected Paid Loss Development factors. Expected 

Paid Loss is then compared to actual Paid Loss from the current period data, diagnostically answering 

the question: 

 How did my prior period selected Paid Loss development factors perform in predicting my current 

period Paid Loss?   

For each development method this difference in AvE is stated as a percentage of Prior Ultimate Loss, 

providing a consistent benchmark across all of the different development methods.   

Your current selected factors are captured—i.e., become prior selections—when a new diagonal is 

appended to this project and these factors are stored by Arius as prior period values. The Direct AvE 

methods and reports will populate when you have completed at least one prior period analysis, 

appended the next period’s diagonal, and entered current period data in the new diagonal.  

Note: For a mid-period analysis you must manually save your Selected Development Factors as prior 

through Exhibit Options (found on the Home ribbon). This is necessary because you will not add a new 

diagonal between mid-period and end-period analyses. 
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This is an example of the Direct Approach. 

 

Although technically not a method, the 40+ Arius Actual vs. Expected objects are found under the 

Methods node in the Object Library.  

 By classifying the Actual vs. Expected objects as methods, we can leverage the ability of Arius to 

designate one method column as the ultimate column and thereby this column can be referenced 

in formulas in other methods and reports.  

 For example in the method object above, column 8 Expected Cumulative Paid Loss, has been 

designated as the ultimate column of this method and is available to be referenced in formulas of 

other comparative and summary reports.   

 Actual vs. Expected Reports, such as the comparison of results for several methods, are found 

under the Report node in the Object Library. 
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3. The Indirect Approach 

In the indirect approach, expected values are calculated as a function of prior indicated reserves 

thereby testing the development methods relatively, as opposed to the direct approach which focuses 

on testing a specific development method’s selections and assumptions independent of other 

development methods. The indirect approach is offered based on two different strategies. One 

strategy relies on prior selected development factors whereas the other strategy relies on prior implied 

development factors.  

The indirect approach to AvE analysis answers two questions: 

 How did my Selected Ultimates perform relative to Paid Loss and Incurred Loss emergence?  

 How did each development method perform relative to all other development methods? 

AvE RELYING ON PRIOR SELECTED DEVELOPMENT FACTORS 

(See the section above on The Direct Approach for details about how prior period numbers and factors 

are defined and captured.) 

 

Using Paid Loss as an example, this analysis uses the prior period selected Paid Loss Development 

factors to estimate the current period’s cumulative Paid Loss, where calculation of expected current 

Paid Loss is a function of the prior period selected ultimate outstanding loss. This answers the 

additional question: 

 How did my prior period selected development factors perform relative to all other development 

method selected development factors in the prior period?  

(NOTE: Using Paid Loss as an example, if 100% weight had been given to the Paid Loss Development 

method in selecting the prior Ultimate Loss estimate then the results from this analysis will be identical 

to the Direct analysis of expected Paid Loss emergence.) 

The Expected Cumulative Loss column (9) can be referenced in the formula editor.  
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AvE RELYING ON PRIOR IMPLIED DEVELOPMENT FACTORS 

 

This analysis is identical to the indirect approach to AvE which relies on prior selected development 

factors with the exception of columns 5 and 7 (Prior and Current Ratio of Paid Loss to Ultimate Loss).   

The implied ratios referenced in columns 5 and 7 of the indirect approach are based on historical 

selections from the exhibit shown below which calculates ratios of cumulative paid loss to ultimate 

loss.  

.  
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This variation of the indirect approach using implied development factors can be more helpful where 

historical prior period selections may not be reliable when viewed individually. 

IMPORTANT NOTE:  To use the indirect approach to AvE using Implied Development Factors, 

selections must be made using the above Ratio of Cumulative Paid Loss to Ultimate Loss exhibit (…in 

the case of the Paid Loss Development method. You will make selections from the corresponding 

exhibit for your chosen development method). 

 These selections must be made for the current period before appending the next period 

diagonal to establish prior selections for this exhibit for future analysis. This should be included as 

a standard step in your analysis each development period. 

To determine which exhibit is the source of a ratio column, click in the ratio column and choose Source 

Data from your window’s ribbon. The screenshot below illustrates the location of the source of the 

column labeled Ratio of Cumulative Paid Loss to Ultimate Loss in the Object Library.   
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4. Reports 

AvE using Selected Paid Loss Development 

Prior Indicated Case and IBNR Loss Reserves are calculated as a function of Historical Ultimate Loss less 

Paid Loss (adjusted proportionally for partial periods). Ratios are derived from the current period Paid 

Loss Development Exhibit with column 5 relying on interpolated ratios for partial periods. Calculations 

are shown below to determine expected incremental paid loss and the difference in the actual 

incremental paid loss, with the final column reflecting percentage change from expected. 

 

Comparison of AvE Loss Using Prior Implied Loss Development and Prior Indicated 

Reserves 

This report compares paid and incurred results of AvE Using Prior Implied Development and Prior 

Indicated Reserves, resulting in a final column Change in Ultimate Loss. 
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Comparison of AvE Loss Using Prior Selected Loss Development and Prior Indicated 

Reserves 

This report compares paid and incurred results of AvE Using Prior Selected Development and Prior 

Indicated Reserves, resulting in a final column Change in Ultimate Loss. 
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5. Where to Find Actual vs. Expected Objects and Collections 

The 40+ Actual vs. Expected objects are found under the Methods node in the Object Library. By 

classifying the Actual vs. Expected objects as methods, we can leverage the ability of Arius to designate 

one method column as the ultimate column and thereby this column can be referenced in formulas in 

other methods and reports. 

The Arius standard collections have been expanded to include the Direct Actual vs. Expected objects 

relevant to each development method. If you are currently using standard collections in your project 

you will automatically see these objects in your collections. In some cases the Actual vs. Expected 

objects are displayed in your collection panes in graph form. To access the underlying analysis merely 

click the Source Data icon in the ribbon of the Actual vs. Expected graph. If you have customized your 

collections you will not see the new objects in the collections in your Navigation Pane but will need to 

add them to your collections from the Object Library.   

In addition, under the Navigation Pane’s Data Diagnostics node, there are ten Actual vs. Expected 

collections to enhance your diagnostic analysis. Collections also display samples of some of the many 

graphing permutations available to provide a visual representation of your analysis. A settings icon 

accompanying each graph provides for quick customization. (See the section Working with Graphs.) 

Direct Actual vs. Expected objects in the Methods node of the Object Library: 
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Indirect Actual vs. Expected objects in the Methods node of the Object Library:  

 

Actual vs. Expected Objects found in the Object Library for Loss Reports:   

  

Similar Actual vs. Expected report objects are found under each analysis type (loss, ALAE, claims, etc.). 
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AvE Collections found in the Collection Library: 

 

Additions to the Loss Development Collection including corresponding AvE objects: 

 

Similar Actual vs. Expected collections are found under each development method type. 
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6. Graphing the Actual vs. Expected Results 

Customizable graphs are available for each Actual vs Expected method. A few samples are shown 

below. To modify the graphs choose Graph settings from the graph’s ribbon. 

1. Click on Graph from the Method ribbon. 

 

2. Click on Graph settings from the graph ribbon, then select the data you would like to display and if 

you would like the data displayed as a line, a column or stacked. Click OK. 
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3. Graph Results:  Below are two samples of possible customized graphs for the Direct Paid Loss 

Development AvE method. 
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7. Using Actual vs. Expected at Year-End 

Before you begin 

If you plan to use the Direct approach and/or Indirect approach using selected patterns, you will not 

need to select anything other than the standard development patterns and ultimates you selected as 

part of your most recent analysis in Arius.  

If you plan to use the Indirect approach using implied patterns, you will also need to select ratio to 

ultimate patterns before you prepare your most recent Arius analysis file for the new period.  

Populate the AvE tables 

Below we have provided the steps to populate the AvE tables for Paid Loss, in two different scenarios. 

 Scenario 1 assumes an analysis at 12/31/2015 with a 12-24-36 structure is being updated at 

12/31/2016 with a 12-24-36 structure. 

 Scenario 2 assumes an analysis at 9/30/2016 with a 9-21-33 structure is being rolled forward to 

12/31/2016 with a 9-21-33 structure.   

Similar steps will be necessary for each data element (e.g., Incurred Loss, Open Claims, etc.) for which 

you want to populate Actual vs. Expected tables. 

Scenario 1:  12/31/2015 to 12/31/2016 with 12-24-36 structure 

 Original file at 12/31/2015 with 12-24-36 development periods  

 Roll forward to 12/31/2016 with 12-24-36 development periods 

In the 2015 file 

1. Select 12-24-36 Paid Loss Development factors. 

2. Select Ultimate Loss. 

3. If using Indirect AvE using implied pattern, select 12-24-36 Cumulative Paid Loss to Ultimate 

Loss factors (Exhibit 65 under EXHIBITS | LOSSES |OTHER RATIOS). 

4. Save this file. 

Create and update 2016 file 

5. In MODIFY STRUCTURE | APPEND NEW EVALUATION, uncheck the Clear All Assumptions box. 

6. Save this file with a new name. 

7. Select 12-24-36 Paid Loss Development factors. 

8. If using Indirect AvE using implied pattern, select 12-24-36 Cumulative Paid Loss to Ultimate 

Loss factors (Exhibit 65 under EXHIBITS | LOSSES | OTHER RATIOS). 
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Scenario 2:  9/30/2016 to 12/31/2016 with 9-21-33 structure 

 Original file at 9/30/2016 with 9-21-33 development periods  

 Roll forward to 12/31/2016 with 9-21-33 development periods (last diagonal is a partial period 

and interpolation is activated) 

In the 9/30 file 

1. Select 9-21-33 Paid Loss Development factors. 

2. Select Ultimate Loss 

3. If using Indirect Actual vs. Expected using implied pattern, select 9-21-33 Cumulative Paid Loss to 

Ultimate Loss factors (Exhibit 65 under Exhibits | Losses | Other Ratios). 

4. Save this file. 

Create and update 12/31 file 

5. In MODIFY STRUCTURE | APPEND NEW EVALUATION, uncheck the Continue Adding Exposure Periods and 

Clear All Assumptions boxes. 

6. Load new data into the latest diagonal. 

7. Select 12-24-36 (interpolated) Paid Loss Development factors. 

8. If using Indirect Actual vs. Expected using implied patterns, select 12-24-36 (interpolated) 

Cumulative Paid Loss to Ultimate Loss factors (Exhibit 65 under EXHIBITS | LOSSES | OTHER RATIOS). 
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